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CENTRAL FILING OFFICES THAT ALLOW MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS
PER UCC3 UNDER ARTICLE 9

March 2022

Even in those states that allow multiple functions, certain functions (such as changing both debtor and secured party
information or assigning and changing party information) can not be done on one filing due to form limitations. Also note that
no filing office will accept a termination combined with any other function.
ALABAMA*
ALASKA*
ARIZONA
COLORADO
DELAWARE (see note)
FLORIDA
HAWAII*

IDAHO* (see note)
IOWA
KANSAS*
KENTUCKY
MAINE
MARYLAND (see note)
MINNESOTA* (see note)

MISSOURI (see note)
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
OKLAHOMA
OREGON
TENNESSEE*
TEXAS*

UTAH
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON
WYOMING

* Additional fee per function is charged
NOTES:
Delaware will allow multiple functions on one UCC3 for paper filings as long as only one of the functions is “indexable”. Any
changes to the collateral description are not indexable, so you can, for example, amend the debtor or secured party name and
add, delete or restate collateral on one filing. But you can’t continue and amend the party info on one filing because both of
these functions are indexable.
Idaho allows multiple functions on paper filings only. Additional fee applies with more than 3 pages.
Maryland allows amending a party name and adding/changing/restating collateral but does not allow any other combinations of
functions.
Minnesota will accept a filing with more than one action and charges a separate fee for each action. However, unlike other
states, they will file one copy of the filing for each action and provide separate file numbers for each. Clients who use
UCC ProFile need to create a separate UCC3 for each function so that the filings can be properly acknowledged.
Missouri will accept a filing with more than one action and does not charge a separate fee for each action. However, they will
file one copy of the filing for each action and provide separate file numbers for each. Clients who use UCC Profile need to create a separate UCC3 for each function so that the filings can be properly acknowledged. A separate fee will be charged for each
filing.
The information provided in this memo is subject to change and is not to be taken as legal advice. We urge you to discuss all legal issues
related to Article 9 compliance with competent legal counsel.
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